
BL4N Brake Levers
Early Straight Type

This design brake lever was common to early
Victorian wagons, but remained in use especially on
Scottish railways until the mid 20th century. 

Only one brake block would be applied to a wheel,
when using this brake lever.

There are three pairs of levers on this etching plus a
number of parts specifically for this brake lever
system, that which converts circular motion applied by 
a brake lever into horizontal motion which pushes the
brake shoe against the wagon wheel.

Construction Notes.

a. File away the back of the level to give an even
taper from the fulcrum end to the narrower handle
end. Fold over the  boss thickener at the fulcrum end
of the lever and fix down.

b. Shape the lever to pass over axleboxes and
provide a handle. This bending pattern may vary from
maker to maker. Bend from the handle end towards
the fulcrum.

c. Fold up the simulated cast block which is fitted
around the solebar.

d. Attach the lever arm to the rear of the cast block
using a wire through the block into the brake lever, at
90°  to the lever arm.

e. Attach the push rod to the lever arm and the brake
block (not supplied with this part).

As usual refer to photographs for the shape required.
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AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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